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ABSTRACT: We apply a scaling theory of semidilute polymer solutions to quantify solution properties of polysaccharides such as
galactomannan, chitosan, sodium carboxymethyl cellulose, hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose, methyl cellulose, xanthan, apple pectin,
cellulose tris(phenyl carbamate), hydroxyethyl cellulose, hydroxypropyl cellulose, sodium hyaluronate, sodium alginate, and sodium
κ-carrageenan. In particular, we obtain the molar mass of the chain segment inside a correlation blob Mg = B̂3/(3ν−1)c1/(1−3ν) as a
function of concentration c, interaction parameter B̂, and exponent ν. Parameter B̂ assumes values B̂g, B̂th and M0/NA

1/3 l for
exponents v = 0.588, 0.5 and 1, respectively, where M0 is the molar mass of a repeat unit, l is the projection length of a repeat unit,
and NA is the Avogadro number. In the different solution regimes, the values of the B̂-parameters are extracted from the plateaus of
the normalized specific viscosity ηsp (c)/Mw c1/(3ν−1), where Mw is the weight-average molecular weight of the polymer chain. The
values of the B̂-parameters are used in calculations of the excluded volume v, Kuhn length b, and crossover concentrations c*, cth, and
c** into a semidilute polymer solution, a solution of overlapping thermal blobs and a concentrated polymer solution, respectively.
This information is summarized as a diagram of states of different polysaccharide solution regimes by implementing a v/bl2 and c/
c** representation. The scaling approach is extended to the entangled solution regime, allowing us to obtain the chain packing
number, P̃e. This completes the set of parameters {B̂g, B̂th, P̃e} which uniquely describes the static and dynamic properties of a
polysaccharide solution.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Among the diverse family of biomacromolecules, polysacchar-
ides, consisting of sugar repeat units linked by glycosidic
bonds, are the most prolific and versatile biopolymers.1,2 The
solution properties of such biopolymers are determined by the
type of functional groups (e.g., hydroxyl, amino, and carboxyl
groups), solution pH, and polymer and salt concentrations.3−10

The abundance of polysaccharides in nature and the ability to
control their solution properties11,12 fostered their use in food
packaging,13−15 cosmetics,16,17 and paper production.18,19

The importance of polysaccharides in industrial applica-
tions20−22 combined with the quest to understand the
fundamental properties of biopolymer solutions has fueled
extensive studies of this class of biomacromolecule during the
past 40 years.16,23−32 In particular, taking a page from studies
of solutions of synthetic polymers, the dependence of viscosity
on the concentration and molecular weight of polysaccharide
solutions was rationalized by adopting the c/c* representation,
quantifying the proximity of the solution concentration c to the

polymer overlap concentration, c*.24,26,33−48 While this
approach works well close to the overlap concentration, it
fails at high polymer concentrations when the scaling
relationship between the solution correlation length ξ and
the number of polymer repeat units inside it changes from that
at the overlap concentration. For example, in solutions of
neutral polymers in a good solvent, this happens when the
thermal blobs begin to overlap at a concentration c ≈ cth. At
higher polymer concentrations, c > cth, the solution properties
are similar to those in a θ solvent for the polymer backbone,
and the statistics of a chain is qualitatively different from that
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near c ≈ c*.49 To address this issue, we have recently
developed a generalized scaling approach50−52 which provides
a means to obtain crossover concentrations into different
solution regimes and system parameters describing chain
statistics at different length scales by using the concentration
dependence of the solution viscosity. Here, we adapt this
approach to describe solution properties of chitosan,36 sodium
hyaluronate,37,46,53 sodium alginate,47 sodium κ-carra-
geenan,47,54 xanthan,44,55 galactomannan,38,42,48 and various
cellulose derivatives.34,47,56,57 Specifically, for these solutions of
polysaccharides, we calculate the interaction parameters,
crossover concentrations, and chain packing parameter
describing chain entanglements in solutions of overlapping
chains. To illustrate the universality of the developed approach,
the viscosity data for all systems are represented as a universal
function of the ratio Mw/Me of the weight-average molecular
weight, Mw, and the molecular weight between entanglements,
Me, the explicit concentration dependence of which is obtained
for each solution regime.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, we

overview the scaling model of polymer solutions and illustrate
how to quantify scaling relations and to find numerical
coefficients connecting the solution correlation length with the
number of repeat units in it. Next, we detail our approach by
applying it to systems of sodium carboxymethyl cellulose and
apple pectin. Finally, we analyze the relationships between the
studied polymer/solvent pairs and the obtained system
parameters.

■ OVERVIEW OF THE SCALING MODEL
The scaling model relies on the existence of a single
characteristic length scale: the solution correlation length, ξ.
All interactions are assumed to be screened beyond this length
scale such that a polymer chain with degree of polymerization
N behaves as an ideal chain of correlation blobs, each
consisting of g repeat units, and has size

ξ=R N g( / )0.5
(1)

Within the correlation blob, the polymer statistics is governed
by polymer−polymer and polymer−solvent interactions
determining the relationship between the solution correlation
length and the number of repeat units g with projection length
l in a correlation blob

ξ = νlg B/ (2)

The numerical coefficient B and exponent ν are determined by
the solvent quality for the polymer backbone, chain Kuhn
length b, and strength of interactions at different length scales
starting from the solution correlation length down to length
scales smaller than the thermal blob size, Dth.
In semidilute polymer solutions in good solvents, the

exponent v is equal to 0.588, 0.5, and 1, and the B-parameter
assumes values Bg, Bth and 1 in the different solution regimes.
In particular, the parameter Bg characterizes the chain
properties on length scales larger than the thermal blob size,
Dth (see Figure 1), and is expressed in terms of the ratio of the
repeat unit projection length l, Kuhn length b, and excluded
volume v as

= ν ν− −B l lb v( )g
3 2 1 2

(3)

which follows directly from the Flory expression for chain size
in a good solvent49 when rewritten for the exact exponent of a

self-avoiding walk ν = 0.588. Thus, the Bg parameter decreases
with increasing value of the excluded volume v and smaller
values of this parameter correspond to a better solvent for the
polymer backbone. On the length scales smaller than the
thermal blob size, the sections of a chain are ideal
corresponding to exponent ν = 0.5, and the parameter Bth is
defined as

=B l b( / )th
0.5

(4)

Finally, on length scales smaller than the Kuhn length, b, chain
segments are rod-like, resulting in B = 1 and exponent ν = 1.
Note that, in a θ solvent for the polymer backbone, the

parameter B assumes values Bth and 1, while the exponent ν =
0.5 and 1.
Taking into account the space-filling condition of the

correlation blobs such that the repeat unit concentration inside
the blobs is equal to the solution concentration

ξ=c g/ 3
(5)

and using eq 2, we obtain the following expressions for the
correlation length

ξ = ν ν ν− −lB cl( )1/(3 1) 3 /(1 3 ) (6)

and the number of repeat units per correlation blob

= ν ν− −g B cl( )3/(3 1) 3 1/(1 3 )
(7)

as functions of the concentration of repeat units.
The expression for solution viscosity in the framework of the

scaling approach is derived by assuming that the screening of
hydrodynamic interactions between chains occurs at the length
scales on the order of solution correlation length ξ.49,58,59 This
assumption results in the solution specific viscosity ηsp to have
the following crossover expression between the Rouse and
entangled regimes50
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where c** = 1/lb2 is the concentration at which the correlation
length is equal to the Kuhn length, ξ(c**) = b, Nw is the
weight-average degree of polymerization, and Ñe is the number
of the repeat units per entanglement strand which, for the
Kavassalis−Noolandi conjecture60−62 for chain entanglements
(see Supporting Information), is equal to

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the different length scales of
semidilute polymer solutions in a good solvent. ξ is solution
correlation length, and Dth is the thermal blob size.
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The accent character “∼... ” is used to indicate that the system
polydispersity is included in the definition of the number of
repeat units per entanglement strand Ne and packing number
Pe (the number of entangled strands required for a section of a
chain with Ne repeat units to entangle). Using eq 9, eq 8 can be
rewritten in terms of the number of repeat units per correlation
blob g and weight-average degree of polymerization Nw as50
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where the rescaling factor λ = 1 for c ≤ c** and λ = clb2 = c/
c** for c > c**. This rescaling is required due to the different
concentration dependence of the number of repeat units per
correlation blob g and strand degree of polymerization Ñe in
the concentrated solution regime c > c**. The number of
repeat units per correlation blob is calculated by using eq 7 for
c ≤ c** and g = Bth

−2 (c**/c)2 for concentration range c > c**.
The Kavassalis−Noolandi expression (eq 9) for degree of

polymerization of the entangled polymer strands breaks down
in a marginally good or θ solvent for the polymer backbone for
which Bg > Bth

4−6v, where ν = 0.588. In this case, one must use
the Rubinstein−Colby expression for the concentration
dependence of Ne

63−65 and the generalized expression for
solution specific viscosity50 (see Supporting Information).

■ ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA
The scaling approach developed above is easy to apply to solutions of
synthetic polymers for which polymer composition and chemical
structure are simple enough. However, in the case of biopolymers, due
to the uncertainty of the degree of substitution of the functional
groups and the complexity of the repeat units, it is more convenient to
use molecular weight Mg (g/mol) of a strand inside a correlation blob
instead of the number of repeat units g and substitute dimensionless
concentration cl3 by solution concentration c in terms of the mass per
liter of solution (g/L). Maintaining the same units on both sides of eq
7, it can be rewritten as follows

= ̂ − −M B cv v
g

3/(3 1) 1/(1 3 )
(11)

where the B̂-parameters have dimensions of [(g/L)1/3 (g/mol)ν−1/3]
or [(g/mol)ν (mol/L)1/3]. In writing eq 11, we use the accent
character “ ̂... ” to indicate that the B̂-parameters presented here are
different from the ones introduced in the previous section. Note that
this modification does not change the form of eq 10 because the ratio
Nw/g = Mw/Mg is dimensionless. As before, we can use the space-
filling condition of the correlation blobs,

ξ=c M N/g
3

A (12)

to calculate the correlation length

ξ = ̂ = ̂ν ν ν ν− − −B c N M BN/1/(3 1) /(1 3 )
A

1/3
g A

1/3
(13)

where NA is the Avogadro number. Comparing eqs 2 and 13, we can
write down a general relationship between the B- and B̂-parameters

= ̂ νB lBN M/A
1/3

0 (14)

where M0 is the molar mass of the repeat unit.
Figure 2 shows the concentration dependence of the molar mass

Mg of a chain segment inside a correlation blob in the different
solution regimes bounded by the chain overlap concentration c*,
thermal blob overlap concentration cth, and the crossover concen-

tration to the concentrated solution regime c**. The polymer overlap
concentration c* is determined by taking eq 11 in the limit of Mg =
Mw,

* = ̂ ν−c B M3
w
1 3 (15)

where ν = 0.588 and ̂B = ̂Bg for a good solvent and ν = 0.5 and ̂B = ̂Bth

in the case of a θ solvent. By equating eq 11 in the regimes
corresponding to the parameters ̂Bg and ̂Bth at the thermal blob
overlap concentration cth, one obtains

= ̂ ̂ ̂ −c B B B( / ) v
th th

3
th g

1/(2 1)
(16)

with exponent ν = 0.588.
However, to obtain polymer Kuhn length, b, the excluded volume,

v, and the crossover concentration to the concentrated solution
regime, c**, it is necessary to calculate the average molecular weight
M0 and projection length l of a repeat unit, taking into account the
degree of substitution of functional groups. If the structure of the
biopolymer backbone and the degree of substitution of substituents is
well-defined and characterized, then one can use these parameters to
estimate M0 and l as explained in Section S3 of the Supporting
Information.

In particular, for any biopolymer that has a repeat unit that consists
of single β(1 → 4) linked D-glucose units, then we use repeat unit
projection length l = 0.54 nm.66 For biopolymers with repeat units of
one β(1 → 4) linked unit and one β(1 → 3) linked unit, we use l =
0.99 nm (estimated from ChemDraw). The values of M0 and l used
for each data set can be found in Table 1. Then, using eqs 14 and 16
and the definitions of the dimensionless B-parameters, the Kuhn
length b, excluded volume v, and concentration c** can be calculated
as follows

= = ̂b l B M lB N/ /( )th
2

0 th
2

A
2/3 (17a)

= **v bl c c/2
th (17b)

** =c M lb N/( )0
2

A (17c)

Finally, to determine whether to use the Kavassalis−Noolandi or
Rubinstein−Colby conjecture for entanglements, we inspect the
dimensionless parameter cthb

3NAM0
−1. If this quantity is less than

unity, the solvent is considered marginally good, and the Rubinstein−
Colby method is applied (see the Supporting Information, Section
S1). If it is greater than unity, the Kavassalis−Noolandi conjecture is
applied as described in the previous section.

Figure 2. Concentration dependence of the molecular weight of a
chain segment in a correlation blob, Mg, in semidilute polymer
solutions c > c* with crossover concentrations cth − thermal blob
overlap concentration, and c** − crossover concentration to
concentrated solution regime. Mth is the molar mass of the segment
of a chain within a thermal blob. Mb is the molar mass of the Kuhn
segment. Insets show chain conformations at the correlation length
scale in different concentration regimes. Logarithmic scales.
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To determine the values of the B̂-parameters, we note that in the
Rouse (unentangled solution) regime, Mw/Me < 1 (see eq 8), the
solution specific viscosity

η = M M/sp w g (18)

and scales with concentration as c1/(3ν−1), where the exponent ν is
determined by the statistics of the chain on the length scale of the
correlation blob. Therefore, we can use a normalized specific viscosity
ηsp/Mwc

1/(3ν−1) to find the plateau or minimum value Ĉp
corresponding to different solution concentration regimes and to
obtain values of the B̂-parameters as follows

̂ = ̂ −
B C

v
p
1/3

(19)

Below, we illustrate this approach by determining B̂-parameters for
solutions of sodium carboxymethyl cellulose and apple pectin.
The first example corresponds to 0.1 M NaCl aqueous solutions of

sodium carboxymethyl cellulose at a temperature of 293 K and
weight-average molecular weight Mw = 1.9 × 105 g/mol,47 shown in
Figure 3. The degree of substitution of sodium carboxymethyl groups

in place of hydroxyl groups can be determined experimentally through
elemental analysis (see chemical structure in the Supporting
Information, Table S3). Using the reported degree of substitution
DS = 0.9, we estimate a repeat unit molar mass ofM0 = 234.16 g/mol.
The concentration dependence of the specific viscosity is presented in
Figure 3a. The normalized specific viscosity data shown in Figure 3b
and Figure 3c are used to obtain Ĉp,g = 5.48 × 10−6 (mol/g)(L/g)1.31

and Ĉp,th = 2.97 × 10−6 (mol/g)(L/g)2, respectively. The
concentration dependence of the normalized specific viscosity ηsp/
Mwc

3/(3ν−1) = ηsp/Mwc
3.93 (where ν = 0.588) is shown in Figure 3d.

The clear increase at higher concentrations indicates that the solution
crosses over to the thermal blob overlap regime and therefore suggests
that the plateau value Ĉp,th can be used to determine the parameter
B̂th. With these plateau values, we use eq 19 to calculate B̂g =
21.87(mol/L)1/3(g/mol)0.588 and B̂th = 8.34 (mol/L)1/3(g/mol)1/2. All
values of B̂ obtained from the plateau values Ĉp are given in Table 1.

In this system, the parameter cthb
3NAM0

−1 is 4.2 (greater than
unity), signifying we can use the Kavassalis−Noolandi conjecture to
calculate P̃e and Me. Figure 3f shows the fit of the normalized solution

Table 1. Summary of Parameters of Studied Systems

aIndicated values of Mw are adjusted to be consistent with other molecular weights in the same system (see Supporting Information Section S2).
bIndicated values of Mw are viscosity-average molecular weight, as reported in the reference. Values ofM0 are calculated according to the procedure
outlined in the Supporting Information, Section S3. cDimensions of B̂g and B̂th are (mol/L)1/3(g/mol)0.588 and (mol/L)1/3(g/mol)1/2, respectively.
Values of c* are calculated from eq 15. Values of cth are calculated from eq 16. Values of Dth are calculated with eq 13 at c = cth. Values of c**, b, and
v are calculated using eqs 17 with the values ofM0 and l given in the table. For the apple pectin systems, the reported value of the packing number is
P̃e = P̃e,RC(cthb

3NAM0
−1)−1/3, where P̃e,RC is the fitting parameter estimated for the fit to eq 10 in Figure 3f.
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viscosity data dependence on Mw/Mg to eq 10 with fitting parameter
P̃e = 9.6.
The second data set corresponds to two solutions of apple pectin

with weight-average molecular weights of 4.59 × 105 and 4.90 × 105g/
mol,39 with the original specific viscosity data plotted in Figure 4a.
Here, we will refer to the apple pectin sample withMw equal to 4.59 ×
105g/mol as “sample I” and the sample withMw equal to 4.90 × 105g/
mol as “sample II” (weight fractions of neutral sugars and functional
groups in these samples can be found in ref 39). According to the gas
chromatography results reported in the source material, the weight
fraction of component sugar units and the degree of methyl
substitution on the repeat unit are very similar between the samples,
differing by less than 3%, which indicates that their values of B̂g and
B̂th should be almost indistinguishable. As such, the plateaus for
sample II were used in Figures 4b and Figure 4c, obtaining Ĉp,g = 6.50
× 10−7 (mol/g)(L/g)1.31 and Ĉp, th = 2.04 × 10−7 (mol/g)(L/g)2. As
with the previous example, the chains do not entangle at
concentrations below the thermal blob overlap concentration, as
there is no plateau in Figure 4d. Therefore, we use eq 19 again to
calculate B̂g = 37.64 (mol/L)1/3(g/mol)0.588 and B̂th = 13.04 (mol/
L)1/3(g/mol)1/2. The results of this analysis are reported in Table 1.
The values of the parameter cthb

3NAM0
−1 in sample I and sample II

are 0.43 and 0.48, respectively, which are both less than unity, so the
Rubinstein−Colby conjecture has to be used to calculate entangle-
ment molecular weight M̃e (explained in the Supporting Information,

Section S1). The fitting parameter for eq 10 used on the basis of the
Rubinstein−Colby conjecture P̃e,RC, is estimated to be 6.5. The actual
packing number is calculated with the equation P̃e =
P̃e,RC(cthb

3NAM0
−1)−1/3 giving values of 8.7 for sample I and 8.3 for

sample II. The small difference in P̃e for the samples is due to the
different repeat unit molar masses. The collapse of both data sets in
both the Rouse and entangled solution regimes stands as a final
confirmation for the obtained values of the B̂-parameters for both
samples.

It is worthy to mention that while the data used in this analysis of
polysaccharide solutions are considered semidilute, they are well
below concentrated solution regimes. All concentrations of poly-
saccharide solutions studied here are below approximately 10% of the
bulk densities. The elimination of concentrations nearing the bulk
density makes this analysis more reliable in two ways: (i) it eliminates
viscosity data that may be influenced by shear thinning, and (ii) it
eliminates the need for the corrections that viscosity measurements
may require due to proximity to the glass transition temperature.

The triplet {Bg, Bth, P̃e} of the dimensionless parameters describes
both static and dynamic properties of solutions by allowing
calculations of concentration dependence of the solution correlation
length ξ and of the degree of polymerization between entanglements
Ñe. Creating a library of polymer/solvent pairs with associated triplets
would enable investigations into the principal components of a system

Figure 3. Dependence of the solution specific viscosity (a), ηsp/Mwc
1.31 (b), ηsp/Mwc

2 (c), ηsp/Mwc
3.93 (d), and ηsp/Mwc

6 (e) on concentration c in
grams per liter for solutions of sodium carboxymethyl cellulose in 0.1 M NaCl aqueous solutions from ref 47. Dashed line in (b) corresponds to
estimated value of Ĉp,g = 5.48 × 10−6 (mol/g)(L/g)1.31. Dashed line in (c) corresponds to estimated value of Ĉp,th = 2.97 × 10−6 (mol/g)(L/g)2. (f)
Dependence of normalized specific viscosity ληsp on Mw/Mg. Solid line is best fit to eq 10.
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that uniquely determine a triplet, which may include the linear mass
density M0/l or the Fixman swelling ratio67 α2 = ⟨R2⟩/blN.
Figure 5 represents dimensionless B-parameters given by eq 14 as

functions of linear mass density M0/l for the studied systems. It is
important to remember that smaller values of the Bg parameter
correspond to better solvent conditions for the polymer backbone
(see eq 3). In particular, systems with Bg values in the range of 0.4−
0.5 (see Figure 5a) show no dependence on the linear mass density:

0.1 M NaCl aqueous solutions of hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose
(green square), methyl cellulose (orange square), sodium carbox-
ymethyl cellulose (blue square), and xanthan gum (black inverted
triangle), as well as aqueous solutions of galactomannan with an
unreported ionic strength (pentagons), aqueous acetic acid solutions
of chitosan (circles), tetrahydrofuran solutions of cellulose tris(phenyl
carbamate) (hollow circle), and aqueous solutions of hydroxypropyl
cellulose (outlined triangles). Similarly, 0.1 M NaCl aqueous solutions

Figure 4. Dependence of the solution specific viscosity (a), ηsp/Mwc
1.31 (b), ηsp/Mwc

2 (c), ηsp/Mwc
3.93 (d), and ηsp/Mwc

6 (e) on concentration c in
grams per liter for 3.1 × 10−4 M NaN3 and 0.2 M NaCl aqueous solutions of apple pectin from ref 39. Dashed line in (b) corresponds to estimated
value of Ĉp,g = 6.50 × 10−7 (mol/g)(L/g)1.31. Dashed line in (c) corresponds to estimated value of Ĉp,th = 2.04 × 10−7 (mol/g)(L/g)2. (f)
Dependence of normalized specific viscosity ληsp on Mw/M̃g. Solid line is best fit to eq 10. See Table 1 for symbol notations.

Figure 5. Dependence of the dimensionless parameters (a) Bg and (b) Bth on repeat unit linear mass density M0/l. Symbol notations are
summarized in Table 1.
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of sodium alginate (pink square), sodium κ-carrageenan (blue
triangle), and sodium hyaluronate (black and red hexagons and
blue star) are clustered near Bg = 0.6. The spread of the other sodium
hyaluronate systems (hexagons) can be attributed to a higher solution
pH (green) or a lower ionic strength (orange). Similarly, the apple
pectin systems (right triangles) with a higher ionic strength (0.2 M
NaCl) have much larger values of Bg, and the chitosan systems with a
much lower pH (0.3 M acetic acid) have much smaller values. The
effects of temperature on solvent quality can also be seen for the
chitosan systems, where a temperature increase from 278 K (blue
circle) to 298 K (red circle) increases the value of the Bg parameter.
In Figure 5b, the Bth values for chitosan, sodium carboxymethyl

cellulose, hydroxyethyl cellulose, and all galactomannan systems stay
within 0.23−0.3. The values for the two apple pectin systems and the
sodium κ-carrageenan systems are noticeably larger. Note that the
value of the Bth parameter is inversely proportional to square root of
the number of repeat units per Kuhn length (see eq 4), and thus stiffer
polymers have smaller values of this parameter. With this data
representation, we hope to inspire studies of the effects of solvent,
temperature, salt content and valence, and degree of substitution of
functional groups on the interaction parameters.
We can use the B-parameters shown in Figures 5a and b to

construct a universal diagram of states of different solution regimes
implementing a 2-D data representation in terms of the dimensionless
excluded volume v/bl2 (see eq 17b) and dimensionless concentration
c/c** as shown in Figure 6. Each polymer/solvent pair is shown as a

horizontal line. The solvent quality for a polymer improves with an
increasing value of the parameter v/bl2. For a given polymer/solvent
pair, there is a point on the line for the corresponding value of c*/c**
for each molecular weight studied, describing a crossover to the
semidilute solution regime. For comparison we have also added data
sets corresponding to synthetic polymers studied previously,50,51

shown as black half-filled symbols (poly(ethylene oxide) in water,68

polystyrene in toluene,69,70 poly(methyl methacrylate) in ionic liquids
[C4(mim)][TFSI] and [C8(mim)2][TFSI]2,

71 and poly(2-vinylpyr-
idine) in ethylene glycol).72 We would like to emphasize that the
approach developed here only allows for the representation of systems
for which the location of the crossover concentration cth falls within
the studied concentration range and is below the concentrated
solution regime (cth < c**). This corresponds to values of the
dimensionless parameter v/bl2 < 1. If it is impossible to identify a
location of cth from the analysis of the solution viscosity of a polymer

in a good solvent, this indicates that for such a system v/bl2 > 1 and
the thermal blob size Dth is smaller than the Kuhn length, b.
Conversely, if the polymer is in a θ solvent in the entire semidilute
concentration regime, then for the largest molecular weight studied,
cth < c*, and therefore v/bl2 < c*/c**.

The reduced viscosity ληsp/P̃e
2 for all studied systems are shown in

Figure 7 as a function of the effective number of entanglements per

chain, Mw/M̃e. The data collapse into one universal curve, given by
the equation

λη ̃ = ̃ + ̃P M M M M/ / (1 ( / ) )esp
2

w e w e
2

(20)

confirming universality in the chain dynamics at different solution
regimes. Note that, at a large number of entanglements per chain, the
data deviates from the predicted power law of ηsp ∼ (Mw/M̃e)

3 and
toward a scaling dependence of ηsp ∼ (Mw/M̃e)

3.4. This stronger
dependence is attributed to tube length fluctuations.49,73

■ CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a scaling-based approach to obtain B̂-
parameters in different concentration regimes of polysacchar-
ide solutions. In particular, these parameters were obtained
from the concentration dependence of the normalized solution
specific viscosity, ηsp/Mw c1/(3ν‑1), in the different solution
regimes as illustrated in Figure 3 and Figure 4. The B̂-
parameters were used to describe chain entanglements by
applying the Kavassalis−Noolandi conjecture60−62 in good
solvents or the Rubinstein−Colby conjecture63−65 in θ or
marginally good solvents.
A map of the dimensionless B-parameters and the linear

mass density shown in Figures 5 correlates the molecular
structure of polysaccharides and the typical scale of the
interaction parameters. This information can also be used to
highlight correlations between molecular parameters such as
Kuhn length, excluded volume and thermal blob size, and
system parameters such as linear mass density M0/l, solution
temperature and salt concentration (see Table 1). Further-
more, we used the information summarized in Table 1 to
construct a universal diagram of states of different solution
regimes (see Figure 6). This data representation allows us to
establish the relative solvent quality for different polymer
systems. In particular, larger values of the dimensionless
parameter v/bl2 correspond to better solvent quality for a
polymer.
Finally, the collapse of the data in Figure 7 highlights the

universality of the specific viscosity in both the Rouse and

Figure 6. Diagram of different solution regimes in terms of v/bl2 and
c/c**. Symbols indicate location of polymer overlap concentration
c*/c** for studied degrees of polymerization. Symbol notations for
solutions of biopolymers are summarized in Table 1. Data sets
corresponding to solutions of synthetic polymers are given by black
half-filled symbols: poly(2-vinylpyridine) in ethylene glycol (circle,
Mw = 3.64 × 105 g/mol), poly(methyl methacrylate) in ionic liquids
[C4(mim)][TFSI] (rhomb) and [C8(mim)2][TFSI]2 (triangle) (Mw
= 3.061 × 105 g/mol), aqueous solutions of poly(ethylene oxide)
(inverted triangle, Mw = 4.0 × 105 − 4.0 × 106 g/mol), and
polystyrene in toluene (squares, Mw = 1.5 × 104 − 2.36 × 107 g/mol).

Figure 7. Dependence of normalized specific viscosity ληsp/P̃e
2 on the

number of entanglements per chain Mw/M̃e for all studied systems.
Symbol notations are summarized in Table 1. Solid line is given by eq
20, and dashed line corresponds to a slope of 3.4.
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entangled solution regimes as a function of Mw/M̃e and serves
as a final confirmation that our calculations of the B̂-parameters
for different polysaccharides are correct.
The approach developed here can also be used to analyze

the concentration dependence of the diffusion coefficient,74−76

osmotic pressure,77−79 and relaxation time80 in semidilute
solutions of biopolymers. Furthermore, the B-parameters can
be used to create a database of systems that can form the basis
for a machine learning approach81−84 to biopolymer solutions.
This information can also be used to predict concentration
dependence of the solution viscosity of polysaccharides of a
particular molecular weight. We hope that this work will
encourage future research in this direction.
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